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Quebec Educational 
Context



Quebec education context:
stakes and challenges



Towards a unified mobilization
The Quebec education system went trough different transformations over time. Those 
transformations were inspired, on one side by sociological ideologies of the twentieth and 
twenty first century, and on the other side by research findings in Quebec as well as around 
the world. Many researchers focused their efforts on academic  perseverance and 
achievement . Recommendations stemming from their work are guiding the elaboration of 
the Quebec government action planning. Three recommendations are unanimous:

• The recognisance of the importance of the roles played by parents and members of the 
community in valorizing education as well as guiding youth.

• Early identification of potential issues throughout school attendance years as well as 
adapted interventions for every students and environments.

• Actions influencing reading and math learning, and on those influencing behaviour, 
interpersonal relations and life habits, and, finally, academic and non academic student 
involvement (engagement)

In order to engage in this direction, the Quebec Ministry of Education proposes  a concerted 
mobilization of all involved in the world of education in order to have concrete actions in 
classrooms, schools, with families and with communities. 





« After five years in High School, students
admitted with an identified EBD are 2 times
less likely to obtain a High School diploma
than students identified as having mild to
severe learning disabilities. Not withstanding
the services provided to them when they
integrated High School, students with an EBD
do abandon school before getting a diploma in
higher numbers (Table 10 and 11) ». (MELS,
2006, p. 20)



Context
• Students experiencing learning difficulties very often

experience behavioral difficulties and vice versa (Lane et al.,
2002; Nelson et al., 2004).

A few interesting facts:

• 38% of students with an emotional and behavioral disorder
(EBD) repeated at least one grade before they get to High
School (Wagner, Kutash, Duchnowski, Epstein, & Sumi, 2005);

• The majority of students with EBD are academically behind by
1.5 to 3 years in comparison with students the same age
(Coutinho, 1986, Trout, Nordness, Pierce, & Epstein, 2003);

• Nelson, Benner, Lane and Smith (2004) report that 83% of
students with EBD demonstrate reading difficulties (when
they are evaluated with standardized reading tests).



Contextual fit

At-risk student

Behaviour Learning

Address behaviour – YES – but 

also address learning

Lane, K. L., Gresham, F. M., & O’Shaughessy, T. E. (2002). Interventions for children with or at risk for emotional and 
behavioral disorders. Boston: Allyn & Bacon.
Nelson, J. R., Benner, G. J., Lane K., & Smith, B. W. (2004). An investigation of the academic achievement of K-12 
students with emotional and behavioral disorders in public school settings. Exceptional Children, 71, 59-73.



Our PBIS implementation process 
for the province of Quebec 



The Buy-In Process



Practical application of training elements linked to different delivery 
modalities

Practical result of Training Process

Delivery Modality Content 
Knowledge

Capacity to Implement Classroom 
Application

Oral Presentation

Add:
Demonstration

Add: 
Practice

Add: 
Coaching / 
Admin Support /
Practical Feed-Back 

10%                          5%                                0%

30%                         20%                              0%

60%                         60%                              5%

95%                          95%                             95%

Joyce & Showers, 2002



1. Buy-in from School District

•PBIS presentation to School District 
administrators to get commitment

•All components of the PBIS system explained 

•Training requirements for schools and Coaches 

is explored

•Staff requirements to ensure sustainable 

implementation is discussed 



1. Buy-in form School District (cont.)

• School district PBIS coaching requirements:
• Agreement with school boards to designate individuals 

and free up time in their schedule to train with the 
external coach (trainer) in order to become self-
sufficient

• All training activities are provided by the external coach 
and shadowed by these individuals for the first year.

• Trainees gradually take over coaching responsibilities 
toward the end of year 1 for Tier 1 activities.

• This process is repeated for a period of 2 years to allow 
training in Tiers 2 and 3 interventions. 



2. Buy-in form School administrator

•New PBIS schools 
✓PBIS presentation to school administrators

• Need to advise us of interest to have the system 
presented to school team for the purpose of 
establishing commitment

✓Evaluate with school administrator staff 
team readiness for implementation
• If team is not ready for a presentation and a 

vote; we provide a few training activities to 
break the ice.

• If team is ready, we go to next step.



3. Buy-in form School staff team

•PBIS presentation to school staff
▪Secret vote of commitment (need   
80%)
▪School administrator leadership 
evaluation from school personnel (need 
3,2 out of 4)





PBIS implementation 

fidelity is greatly influenced 

by the strength of the 

school administrator 

leadership or his or her 

management team’s.

It is therefore necessary to 

measure the strength of 

the school administrator’s 

and his or her team’s 

leadership before we 

implement PBIS (SCP) in 

any setting! 



School administrator strong leadership capacity
(shared leadership)

High expectations for all students

Safe, predictable, organized environment and
positive school climate

Teaching time prioritized and preserved

Priority on core subject matters

Parents’ involvement

Established goals and consistent regulation

Celebrate academic success

Reading difficulties and behavioural problems
prevention program in pre-school and first cycle of
elementary school

Harmonized teaching practices

Effective schools characteristics



Strong Leadership

from

school administrator

Semi effective school

Strong Leadership

from

school administrator

Effective 

school

Weak leadership

from

school administrator 

Effective 

school

Edmonds, Ronald. “Effective 

Schools for the Urban 

Poor,” Educational 

Leadership 37 (October 1979), 

15-24.



School administrator strong leadership capacity
(shared leadership)

Safe, predictable, organized environment and
positive school climate

Harmonized teaching practices

High expectations for all students

Teaching time prioritized and preserved

Priority on core subject matters

Parents’ involvement

Established goals and consistent regulation

Celebrate academic success

Reading difficulties and behavioural problems
prevention program in pre-school and first cycle of
elementary school

Effective schools characteristics



PBIS implementation level is directly linked with 

the strength of the school administrator 

leadership or his or her management team’s!

1. High level of school administrator leadership 

capacity which is recognised by staff members = 

high quality of PBIS implementation!

2. Poor level of school administrator leadership 

capacity which is recognized by staff members = 

low level of quality of PBIS implementation

When we analyzed the monthly reports and did
the interview with the PBIS coach, we found :



Tier 1 Training



Training process – Year 1

•PBIS Committee is created and training 
process starts:

• 4 to 5 days of training with PBIS committee members: 
• Review all PBIS components and create system 

• Choose values to be promoted
• Create list of expected behaviours in line with 

values 
• Create lesson plans for teaching expected 

behaviours
• Create reward system
• Create system to manage misbehaviour
• Create communication and data collection tools 

• Create implementation guide for staff team



Values and behavior matrix



Effective teaching = explicit 
teaching

The goal of this literature review is to identify teaching strategies which 
promoted learning reading, writing and math skills for at risk elementary 
school students and children having learning disabilities. In order to do that, 
we analyzed the results of eleven Meta-Analyses published on the subject 
over the last 10 years. The conclusion of this Mega-Analysis revealed that two 
teaching modalities had a positive influence on student’s academic 
performance: 1. Explicit Teaching, 2. Reciprocal Teaching (Peer Education). 
Paradoxically, many education reforms seem to favor pedagogical approaches 
inspired by constructivism, which goes against teaching strategies identified in 
this research synthesis.



Lesson plan



Teaching-staff resistance towards 
lesson plans 

•Kids in High School should know what is 
expected!

•At that age, they know better!

•Do you really think I’m going to spend precious 
teaching time going over such basic thing! I 
have a program to teach!!

•Etc…



Reward system



List of 
privileges 
offered to 
students



Managing misbehavior

• Tools are created to help identify behaviors belonging 
to classroom management as well as offer colleagues a 
menu of interventions and consequences to choose 
from.

• Tools are also created to clearly identify the 
intervention process for all categories of behaviors. 
(classroom management, referred behaviors and 
administrator managed behaviors)

• The goal of these tools and processes is to create a 
predictable environment for the students and the staff 
team.



Behavior classification



Decision tree: 
Who manages 
what behavior!



Referral form 
for 

classroom 
expulsions



Thinking 
report



Data gathering and analysis

• The Database we use in all our PBIS initiatives
• L’université du Québec en Outaouais (UQO) research team associated 

with Mr. Claude Deslandes, creator of a database called The Behavior 
Profiler.

• Mr. Deslandes increased his database capacity to analyze data, making 
it a very efficient tool which is available in English, French and Italian. 











Implementation guide

• An implementation guide is created to ensure all 
relevant information is available to all staff.

• It also helps new staff apply the system as it is meant 
to be.

• Note that this guide is completed during the 5 day Tier  
training. 



PBIS 
Implementation 

Guide 



Tier 2 Training



Training process – Year 2 and 3

• External PBIS coach’s implication:
• All training activities are provided by the external coach and shadowed 

by individuals whom have been designated to become internal PBIS 
coaches during the first year.

• Internal PBIS coaches gradually take over coaching responsibilities 
within the first 3 years with the support of the external PBIS coach..

• Year 2 Implementation of Tier 2 interventions.

• Year 3 Implementation of Tier 3 interventions.



School Based Tier 2 Interventions 

• Check-In Check-Out (CICO) = Programme
d’encadrement positif (PEP)

• Translation and adaptation of the Check-In Check-Out 
(CICO) intervention into French language.

• Behavior Education Plan BEP, (Crone, Hawken & Horner, 2010)

• Adapted to Elementary and High Schools

• Training material:
• Facilitator’s guide

• Training material for schools and facilitators (including 
PowerPoints, guides for school teams, training activities, etc.)

• Training process:
• 3 day training of the Tier 2 committee  (aimed at developing all the 

tools required for it’s application.



Tier 2 
Referral 

form











Reward system PEP (BEP)





School Based Tier 2 Interventions 

• Social Skills program for high school students.
• Programs used to run social skills groups:

• Skillstreaming the Adolescent, E. McGinnis & A. P. Goldstein

• Pratiquons ensemble nos compétences, (PEC), M. Gendron, É. 
Royer & C. Morand, 2005

• The Tough Kid Social Skills Book, S. M. Sheridan, 2010

• Training materials (translated and adapted from previously cited 
authors):

• Facilitator’s guide

• Training material for schools and facilitators (including 
PowerPoints, guides for school teams, lesson plans, etc.



Tier 3 Training



School Based Tier 3 Interventions 

• Functional Behavioral Assessment for High School 
students

• Building Positive Behavior Support Systems in Schools; Functional 
Behavioral Assessment, Second Edition. D. A. Crone, L. S. 
Hawkens & R. H. Horner, 2015

• Practical FBA, S. Loman & C. Borgmeier

• Functional Behavioral Assessment and Intervention in Schools: A 
Practitioner’s Guide. J. McDougal, S. M. Chafouleas & B. 
Waterman, 2006

• Plus a wide variety of scientific articles form different authors

• Wrap around inspired processes
• Coordinated access process



School based 
Tier 1, 2 and 3 

activities



School District 
Tier 1, 2 and 3 

activities 



Collaboration Between Boscoville and 
TÉLUQ University



Boscoville

• Boscoville started with summer 

camp type activities and became 

permanent in the 1950’s.
• Residential setting for young offenders 

based on the following features:

• Influenced by Boys Town.



Boscoville is an organization 
dedicated to social innovation. 

•Since 2000, it’s mission has shifted from 
working directly with teenagers in a residential 
setting context. 

• It is now to promote youth development aged 2 
to 25 through research, innovation and 
development activities. Cultural sensitivity is a 
constant preoccupation in the development of 
all interventions. 

•Social innovation: the heart of their actions !



Boscoville’s Mission

Research, innovation and development 
through four axis:

• Rehabilitation interventions (youth centers, 
specialized school settings).

• Youth mobilization through community involvement 
and cultural activities as development tool (Web 
Radio, etc.).

• Social inclusion by economic activity.

• Providing alternatives staff in the school system to 
be more efficient dealing with student’s behavior 
through a whole school approach.



Basis for collaboration 

•TÉLUQ University’s research team needed to 
expand capacity to train in Tier 2 and 3 
interventions.

•Boscoville needed to expand their capacity to 
offer services in school systems.

•Boscoville’s area of expertize was Tier 2 and 3 
interventions.

•Boscoville shared theoretical views with 
TÉLUQ regarding the application of a 
Response to Intervention (RTI) based 
philosophy in the Juvenile Justice System.



Basis for collaboration (cont.) 

•TÉLUQ University’s research team shared a 
school-based data collection and analysis tool 
which could be adapted to use in residential 
services. (Behavior Profiler)

•Collaboration between the two organizations 
allowed for sharing of expertize thus increasing 
staff capacity to engage in research, innovation 
and development activities more efficiently.

•Use of a logical implementation process used 
to guide programs co-development with 
partners as well as PBIS implementation.



Boscoville and PBIS initiative

• 3 essential types of knowledge for a professional 
practice

Know-How to Be



Know-How



The Know-How to Be



Theoretical Framework of the 
Psychoeducation Model 



Structural Psychoeducation Model



The Subject component

69

Subject:

Students

Staff

Teachers

Youth counselors



The Peer Group component

70

Peer Group:

Students

Staff

Teachers

Youth counselors



Code of Conduct component

71

Code of Conduct:

Core Values

Behavioral expectations



System of Responsibilities 
component

72

System of 

responsibilities:

Behavior matrix

Behavior Classification

Decision tree



The Time component

73

Time:

Activity schedule

Time table

Staff schedule

Relative time



The Space component

74

Space:

All areas of the 

school or service.

How space is used 

during activities.



The Program component

75

Program:

Staff expectations

Student expectations

Youth expectations



The Means of Interaction 
component

76

Means of interaction:

Classroom management 

strategies

Reward system



The System of Evaluation and 
Acknowledgement component

77

Evaluation and 

Acknowledgement:

Reward system

Evaluation tools (SET, 

QESCP, QISCP)

Data analysis



The Counselor component

78

Counselor:

Teacher

Youth counselors

Staff



The Parents component

79

Parents:

School context

Juvenile justice context

Youth protection context 



The Other Professionals 
component

80

Other professionals:

Psychologist

Speech / language therapist

Psychoeducator

Etc.



The Objective component

81

Objective:

Academic

Behavioral

Skills based

Etc.



PBIS Sustainability



PBIS Sustainability

•Monthly PBIS committee meeting:
• External and internal PBIS coaches are present in all 

meetings.

•Use of evaluation tools:
• Team Implementation Checklist monthly for year 1, 

quarterly thereafter

• SET (BMA) used yearly

• QISCP – Additional implementation evaluation tool. 
Completed by all members of PBIS committee.

• QESCP – Tool to evaluate effects of PBIS. 
Completed by all staff members. 



SET translated into 
French:

Bilan de mise en
application (BMA)



• The QISCP gives us 

additional information 

relating to quality and 

fidelity of implementation. 

• It becomes a safeguard 

against staff member’s 

possible embellishment of 

the actual situation during 

interviews. 

• It also further validates the 

information gathered 

during the administration 

of the SET.





• The QESCP is used to 
measure staff members 
perception of the 
school climate as well 
as the effectiveness of 
behavior management 
in the classroom and in 
the whole school.

• This evaluation tool 
gives us an indication of 
possible outcomes of 
PBIS implementation 
relating to school 
climate and behavior 
management.



Ressources

• http://scp-pbis.com/

• www.boscoville2000,ca

• www.pbis.org

• www.pbismaryland.org

• http://flpbs.fmhi.usf.edu/

• www.apbs.org

http://scp-pbis.com/
http://www.boscoville2000,ca/
http://www.pbis.org/
http://www.pbismaryland.org/
http://flpbs.fmhi.usf.edu/
http://www.apbs.org/


Questions



Information

Normand St-Georges

norm.sfi@rogers.com

mailto:norm.sfi@rogers.com

